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NEW Travel Insurance Provider 
Effective February 1, 2024 

The Emergency Medical Out-of-Country/Province Travel Insurance                                   

is changing to AIG on February 1, 2024 

The UA Local 67 Welfare Plan, overseen by the Board of Trustees, is proud to    

provide a comprehensive benefit plan. As part of this duty, the Trustees         

regularly review the plan, which includes conducting periodic market reviews 

to ensure the plan has the best services from providers.  

The Board of Trustees recognize the importance of having a first-rate provider 

to aid members and their eligible dependents, if faced with a medical    

emergency while abroad. 

Based on the latest market review, AIG has been selected as the new Travel    

Insurance Provider effective February 1, 2024.  

Will my Travel Benefits change? 

Your main Travel coverage remains the same and is highlighted below. 
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Why was AIG Selected as the new Travel provider? 

In addition to matching your current plan, AIG offers some improvements 

that all members, from an Apprentice to a Retiree can benefit from. 

• AIG’s Mobile App: 

As well as the ability to access your digital member assistance card and 

many travel related resources and information, the Mobile App’s one-touch 

“help” button to call the Travel Assistance company makes it easy for      

members to call during a medical emergency while in another country. 

• AIG does not exclude Recreational Activities  

Now members are covered if they want to enjoy recreation activities on      

vacation, such as previously excluded Scuba Diving, Rock or Mountain 

Climbing, Hang Gliding, Bungee Jumping and Sky Diving. 

• AIG will not limit your coverage based on Canada's Travel Advisories 

While it is important to be aware of Canada’s Travel Advisories prior to your 

trip, you no longer need to worry about AIG excluding a loss related to a 

country or region you travelled to or through where a warning against travel 

was issued. 

• AIG’s improved Pre-existing Conditions Limitation for Members Ages 70-84 

AIG’s 90-Day pre-existing condition limitation applies to all members!     

Meaning, a medical condition that is stable for 90-days prior to the trip is  

covered (previously a 180-day pre-existing condition limitation applied to 

members age 70 to 84). 

What if I am already out-of-country during the change on February 1, 2024? 

If you have a medical emergency, Berkley Canada and AIG will coordinate 

to determine which company is responsible for the claim, based on the date 

of your medical emergency. 

Will I get an Emergency Assistance Card? 

Yes, this communication includes your 

temporary card, emergency assistance 

phone numbers and policy number     

effective February 1, 2024. The next 

Pipewrench newsletter, will include your 

new AIG Travel Brochure with                

removable Medical Assistance Card. 


